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a b s t r a c t

Research objectives: Nationally sponsored cancer-care quality-improvement efforts have been deployed in
community health centers to increase breast, cervical, and colorectal cancer-screening rates among vul-
nerable populations. Despite several immediate and short-term gains, screening rates remain below
national benchmark objectives. Overall improvement has been both difficult to sustain over time in some
organizational settings and/or challenging to diffuse to other settings as repeatable best practices.
Reasons for this include facility-level changes, which typically occur in dynamic organizational environ-
ments that are complex, adaptive, and unpredictable. This study seeks to understand the factors that
shape community health center facility-level cancer-screening performance over time. This study applies
a computational-modeling approach, combining principles of health-services research, health informat-
ics, network theory, and systems science. Methods: To investigate the roles of knowledge acquisition,
retention, and sharing within the setting of the community health center and to examine their effects
on the relationship between clinical decision support capabilities and improvement in cancer-
screening rate improvement, we employed Construct-TM to create simulated community health centers
using previously collected point-in-time survey data. Construct-TM is a multi-agent model of network
evolution. Because social, knowledge, and belief networks co-evolve, groups and organizations are trea-
ted as complex systems to capture the variability of human and organizational factors. In Construct-TM,
individuals and groups interact by communicating, learning, and making decisions in a continuous cycle.
Data from the survey was used to differentiate high-performing simulated community health centers
from low-performing ones based on computer-based decision support usage and self-reported cancer-
screening improvement. Results: This virtual experiment revealed that patterns of overall network sym-
metry, agent cohesion, and connectedness varied by community health center performance level. Visual
assessment of both the agent-to-agent knowledge sharing network and agent-to-resource knowledge use
network diagrams demonstrated that community health centers labeled as high performers typically
showed higher levels of collaboration and cohesiveness among agent classes, faster knowledge-
absorption rates, and fewer agents that were unconnected to key knowledge resources. Conclusions and
research implications: Using the point-in-time survey data outlining community health center cancer-
screening practices, our computational model successfully distinguished between high and low perform-
ers. Results indicated that high-performance environments displayed distinctive network characteristics
in patterns of interaction among agents, as well as in the access and utilization of key knowledge
resources. Our study demonstrated how non-network-specific data obtained from a point-in-time survey
can be employed to forecast community health center performance over time, thereby enhancing the sus-
tainability of long-term strategic-improvement efforts. Our results revealed a strategic profile for com-
munity health center cancer-screening improvement via simulation over a projected 10-year period.
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The use of computational modeling allows additional inferential knowledge to be drawn from existing
data when examining organizational performance in increasingly complex environments.

� 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Improving cancer-screening performance for breast, cervical,
and colorectal cancer in community health centers (CHCs) is a pri-
ority [1]. Cancer screening rates among vulnerable populations
typically served by CHCs remain below the nationally targeted
benchmarks [2,3]. Low cancer-screening rates are primary contrib-
utors to cancer health disparities among this population, resulting
in an increase in the number of new cancer cases, increased mor-
tality and lower five-year survival rates [1,3,4].

The Health Disparities Cancer Collaborative (HDCC) established
in 2003–2005 represents a structured approach toward building
capacity, encouraging best practices, and evaluating the areas of
deficiency in cancer-care delivery as it contributes to present and
future cancer-screening performance levels [1,3]. The HDCC, co-
sponsored by the Health Resources Services Administration (HRSA)
and the National Cancer Institute (NCI), includes CHCs from around
the country [5].

Despite advancements in facility-level cancer-screening rates
among HDCC participants, two major performance issues regard-
ing the sustainability of effort over time and diffusion of best prac-
tices have emerged. Previous studies have revealed that HDCC
participation was positively correlated with improvements in
screening for breast, cervical, and colorectal cancer with improve-
ments derived through providers’ self-reported measures over the
previous year [1,3]. Other studies also revealed that maintaining
improvements in process outcomes well after their HDCC partici-
pation remains a major challenge for CHCs [6–9]. Additionally,
the best practices that discriminate high-performing CHCs from
low-performing CHCs are not easily duplicated in low-
performing CHCs.

Issues related to the sustainability and diffusion of innovation
reveal the possibility of additional organizational and/or practice-
setting factors that could affect health outcomes. Such organiza-
tional factors among HDCC participants may not be easily
decipherable or explained through the use of traditional statistical
modeling. In an earlier study, we used traditional (statistical) mod-
eling to examine the correlation between antecedents and out-
come variables, as collected from a single point-in-time snapshot
of CHCs cancer-screening practices. Such correlations, while at
times positive, may not be reliable necessarily for the accurate pre-
diction of future organizational practices and/or outcomes.

We address this issue by a hypothesis-generating experiment of
CHCs cancer-screening practices, using dynamic network-
simulation analysis to convert single point-in-time survey data
into a dynamic network-analysis data source and to generate a ser-
ies of network diagrams (configurations) to be used to compare
high-performing CHCs to low-performing CHCs.

2. Using computational modeling to evaluate community
health centers’ practices

Computational organizational models (COMs) are useful in situ-
ations where actual experimentation on the population of interest
is not feasible or is deemed unethical. Such scenarios may be actual
(having already occurred in past) or hypothetical (providing an
interesting future possibility). In this project, we used an existing
COM called Construct-TM, which has been validated previously

to reflect the dynamics of group diffusion of information accurately
[10].

Recent advances in social networks, cognitive sciences, com-
puter science, and organizational theory have led to a new perspec-
tives on organizations, accounting for both their computational
nature and their underlying social and knowledge networks [11].
Organizations are complex, computational, and adaptive agents
in their own right [12], as they are composed of other elements
which are constrained and enabled by their positions in social set-
tings and knowledge webs of affiliations, linked agents, and tasks.
Computational modeling allows for in-depth investigations
between an organization’s complex and adaptive nature that may
include, (1) the interaction of the specific agents/actors, (2) the
resources present in the organization (e.g. the use of
information-technology, clinical reminders, prompts at point-of-
care, etc.), and (3) the core activities that directly or indirectly
impact the desired health objectives and outcomes [13,14].

Computational modeling enables the construction of a virtual
model for a system, such as a hospital or patient-care unit, which
can be used to study its behavior under various conditions
[15,16] as well as to generate hypotheses regarding organizational
dynamics [17,18]. Traditional statistics cannot explore adequately
thewhat-if scenarios and are unable to investigate hidden relation-
ships between people and resource configurations, which are nec-
essary to explain the organizational behaviors and/or outcomes of
which computational modeling is capable [19,15]. Computational
models can provide meaningful insights into organizational behav-
ior (e.g. linking a set of organizational predictors of outcomes to
observable patterns of key resource-utilization). The use of compu-
tational models, specifically simulation, allows for the generation
and testing of hypotheses [17]. Computational models used in con-
junction with hypothesis testing could be an effective approach to
resolving complex organizational challenges.

The goal of this research is to explore the possible existence of
simple, nonlinear processes underlying team or group behavior
[17] through computational models. Our core objectives are to
determine if we can (1) duplicate CHC performance over an
extended period of time into the future using simulations, which
could be used for the formulation of hypotheses on sustainability;
(2) identify structural differences between observed high-
performing CHCs and low-performing CHCs to generate hypothe-
ses on issues related to the diffusion of best practices; and (3)
examine and analyze point-in-time survey data, such as survey
data collected in 2006 on HDCC breast, cervical, and colorectal
screening practices, and determine if exploratory computational
analysis can add value to existing information.

In this study, we focus on the use of existing simulation tools to
examine the dynamics of CHCs. We discuss Construct-TM in the
next section, followed by a discussion of the use of NCI/HRSA HDCC
survey items to define the Construct-TM model.

2.1. Construct-TM overview

Construct-TM is ‘‘a social network simulator” [20] based on the
concept of transactive memory (the ‘‘TM” in Construct-TM), which
is the process by which a group of people (e.g. an organization such
as a community health center) collectively store, retrieve, learn,
communicate (both inside and outside the group), and use knowl-
edge [20]. Construct-TM employs dynamic-network theory to
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